
 
AROUND THE DIAMOND IN THE ABL 

WEEK 7 

5/11/18 

 
BIG STORY:  This past play week is unofficially referred to as “Spring Slam” as its one of two times on 
the schedule managers roll a crucial four game series vs. the usual two game sets.  Sometimes there is 
some movement in the standings and sometimes it stays the status quo.  With three out of the six series 
resulting in four game sweeps and two more with three games to one advantage there was some 
movement.  In the National Division, the Perfectos swept the brotherly rival Lo-Sox to catapult into a first 
place with Orlando.  The Perfectos have scored thirty more runs than the Sharks but have allowed forty 
more across the dish.  These two teams clash this play week in a must watch series.  In the American 
Division, the Dexter Thunder Geese took three from Mudville to claim the top spot by one game over the 
rival Starfish.  Dexter has allowed the least amount of runs in the American Division with 67 as the 
pitching was strong against the Mudville Nine an average of 2.25 runs per game in the series.  The team 
that had the most exciting slam week hails from the great state of California as the La Jolla Jugs won 
more games in the four games vs. Tallahassee than they did the previous twelve.  La Jolla came into the 
series with a 1-11 record and went on to win three out of four.  The most dramatic victory was in the final 
game trailing 6-3 through four runs and the Jugs battled back to win 8-6 as Travis Shaw and Travis 
d’Arnaud went deep with solo bombs to complete the comeback.  La Jolla climbed out of last place for 
the first time in 2018 and are only four games back of a playoff spot.  In a strange occurrence for a slam 
week, none of the twenty-four games needed extra innings to decide the outcome.  The longest game so 
far in 2018 was the 16-inning instant classic between Long Beach Island and Tallahassee played back in 
February that’s still a long way from the 20 innings that Las Vegas and Chesapeake Bay rolled back in 
the summer of 1999.  The shock of four game set is behind us as the teams play two more before the Stars 
arrive at Mudville’s Marlins Park.    
 
     

2018 ABL STANDINGS 

 
NATIONAL   W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY HOME  DIV  VS AD  

Orlando  10 6 -- .625 55 49 5-3 5-3 6-2 4-4 

Titusville  10 6 -- .625 85 89 3-3 7-3 4-4 6-2 

Chesapeake Bay 9 7 1 .563 88 72 1-5 8-2 2-6 7-1 

Tallahassee 8 8 2 .500 58 62 2-2 6-6 5-3 3-5 

Mudville  8 8 2 .500 80 66 3-3 5-5 4-4 4-4 

Crown Heights 8 8 2 .500 77 69 2-4 6-4 3-5 5-3 

 

AMERICAN  W L GB PCT RS RA   AWAY  HOME  DIV  VS ND 



Dexter  11 5 -- .688 85 67 8-2 3-3 8-4 3-1 

Long Beach  10 6 1 .625 92 72 6-4 4-2 7-1 3-5 

Albany  8 8 3 .500 83 78 3-5 5-3 5-3 3-5 

East Bay  7 9 4 .438 64 84 4-8 3-1 5-3 2-6 

La Jolla  4 12 7 .250 66 83 3-7 1-5 1-7 3-5 

Ocracoke  3 13 8 .188 54 96 2-8 1-5 1-7 2-6 

 

X-PLAYOFF SPOT Y-DIVISION       

Z- TIED FOR PLAYOFF SPOT, ONE GAME SHOWDOWNS 

 

DEADLINES: 

Play Week begins May 11th 

Recap and Score Sheets due May 21st 8 p.m. eastern 

 

SCORES 

CB  10  OC  4 

CB  5  OC  0 

CB  8  OC  2 

CB  8  CB  3 

DEX  6  MUD  2 

DEX  2  MUD  1 

MUD  4  DEX  1 

DEX  4  MUD  2 

LJ  5  TA  0 

TA  3  LJ  1 

LJ  4  TA  0 

LJ  8  TA  6 

TV  7  ALB  4 

TV  7  ALB  5 

TV  4  ALB  3 

TV  6  ALB  5 

CH  9  EB  1 

CH  6  EB  2 

CH  7  EB  3 

CH  2  EB  1 

ORL  3  LBI  0 

LBI  9  ORL  3 

LBI  3  ORL  0 

ORL  3  LBI  2 

 

 

2018 ABL TEAMS AND MANAGERS: 

National Division 
Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats(27th Season) Scott “Commish” Allen  
Tallahassee Terriers(28th Season)  Don “Legend” Allen Jr. 
Orlando Sharks(17th Season)   Greg “Buck” Dietzen 
Titusville Perfectos(11th Season)  Lennart “Lenny” Saaf    
Mudville Nine(4th Season)   Casey "The Kid" Allen 
Crown Heights Kings(Expansion Season) Chris Marcello 
 
American Division 



Long Beach Island Starfish(16th Season) Jim “Skibby”  Bomysoad   
Syracuse Hazard(14th Season)   Jason “Coop” Cupelo   
Ocracoke Blackbeards(11th Season)  Duran “Stole” Allen  (Defending Champions)   
La Jolla Juggernaut(4th Season)   Kevin “Eradicator” Waters 
Albany Lo-Sox(2nd Season)   Michael Saaf 
East Bay Grease(Expansion Season)  Joe Parisi 
  
 

ABL 2018 IP’S 

Mudville  15 
Titusville  15 
Dexter   15 
Crown Heights  15 
Albany   14 
Orlando  14 
Ocracoke  14 
Chesapeake Bay 14 
Tallahassee  14 
East Bay  12 
Long Beach Island 12 
La Jolla   12 
 

 

 
 

ROLLING DICE??  (Q and A with Game Play Notes)  (PLEASE TAKE NOTE) 

(Italic are present in the current charts) 

 

1.  If you bring the corners in (maybe to guard against the bunt), does that mean you are not holding the 

runner on 1st base? 

 

ANSWER:  Yes, if the first baseman is "in", he can't be holding.  For that reason usually the third 

baseman plays "in" with a guy on first.  The batter's bunting rating is still reduced on all balls hit to 3B, 

P, and C. 

 

2.  Steal attempt and the runner holds, can a manager then bunt? 

 

ANSWER:  No. This is covered in the Diamond Chart that states only one move per at bat after a failed 

stealing attempt.   

 
3.  Bunt Chart:  Tough Play and ball is hit to the catcher.  Catcher is assumed to be playing in and bunt 

rating is reduced down by one.  On the tough play chart, does the catcher playing “in” also get the 

infielder in adjustment of 2 grades on grass? 

 



ANSWER:  Yes.  The pitcher and catcher both are assumed to be playing “in” on the bunt chart and both 

get this additional adjustment on the tough play chart. 

 

 

       
 
ABL ALL-STAR GAME VOTING: 

Since it was so popular, once again ABL managers will have a say on who plays in the ABL All-Star 
Game.  Nominate a player for each position unless noted using the ABL Stats file and Leaderboard.  The 
Commish will break all ties and select backups where needed to ensure every team is represented.  You 
may vote for one division, both divisions, or only one position.  Your choice.  Any questions, please let 
me know.  Please have all ballots in by Friday May 18th at 8 p.m. eastern for your votes to count 
towards selecting the teams. 
 

 

 
 

COOP’s ABL ALL-TIME STATS LOOK:   
 

In the Stat world we are on the brink of receiving the Legend's post Slam update, that will certainly shake 
some All-Time stuff up as a lot of these names participated in full force during the slam.   
 
This week's stat focus in on Innings Pitched: 
As the game of baseball evolves, so too does the game of tabletop baseball.  After all, we are an at-bat by 
at-bat simulation in which we strive to mimic reality, so the inning eating starting pitchers are beginning 
to become fewer and fewer as more MLB teams lean on building deep, strong bullpens, especially early 
in the season.  This past week I saw multiple teams carrying only 3 players on the bench allowing their 
managers to hold 13 pitchers.  Still only 5 starters, meaning an 8 man pen.  When you all those options 
there's no reason to regularly leave the starter out there.  This is reflected by the staminas on our starter 
cards being reduced. 
 
Not long ago I held a young Homer Bailey card on my team because he carried a stamina of 34, earning 
him the nickname "The Human Reset Button", Bailey was my 4th starter (at the time that was the end of 
our rotation) and his job was to take some knocks but get through a bare minimum of 7 innings to rest my 
bullpen and be able to head in to the next series fresh as a daisy.  Now the best of the best starters have 
staminas of 28 or 27.  This slows down the innings they are able to eat.   
 



There is another possible explanation for the aces not cresting a stamina of 30, they are too good.  In my 
mind, a 'batters faced' stamina is most likely accrued by averaging the number of batters a starter faces in 
the games he starts.  If Corey Kluber hits the mound, gives up 3 hits and walks 2 while striking out 12 in 
7 innings, that's 26 batters, but probably upwards of 100 pitches AND Cleveland has a pretty baller 
bullpen that Tito Francona trusts to hold a lead through 2 innings.  So Kluber gets pulled.  Ditto Kershaw, 
Scherzer, Fulmer, Severino, Sale, etc. etc. et cetera.   
 
Our current Innings King is The Rocket, not the Rabbit from the Guardians of the Galaxy movies, but 
Roger Clemens at 781 innings.  The top active pitcher chasing him is CC Sabathia, who may very well be 
getting bumped from the Crown Heights rotation (if he hasn't been already), with 638 innings.  He's off to 
a hot start for the Yankees, so maybe he gets to keep marching towards Clemens next year.  Or maybe 
someone values what he brings more than Chris does to an ABL team this year and gives him the chance 
to go every 5th game.   
 
Following CC is Zack Greinke with 576 2/3 and Justin Verlander with 566 2/3 innings.  These two don't 
seem to be slowing down anytime soon and Justin Verlander is now in Houston where baseballs 
apparently rotate more frequently then they do anywhere else, according to Trevor Bauer.   
Considering last year's league leader in innings was Max Scherzer (combined between CBay and then 
Syracuse for 69 *giggity* innings) that's two years of pacing the league for CC to take the throne, or 3 
years of Greinke or Verlander doing it.  Long story short, The Rocket may be occupying the #1 spot for 
quite awhile.  Coop 
 
 

 
 
FUTURE ABL MANAGERS:   
Reminder to all managers that if you find someone interested in baseball let’s get them started in the ABL 
Developmental Plan playing practice games.  Contact the Commish for a sample set of cards/charts and 
start teaching the ABL’s next Billy Martin the excitement of tabletop baseball. 
 
ABL Developmental Plan Guidelines: 
At a minimum new perspective managers, must complete the following: 

1. Two practice games with an ABL Manager with score sheets. 
2. One practice game with an ABL Manager on the dice roller. 
3. Submit one recap of one of the practice games to be included in Around the Diamond. 
4. Total of three practice games must be completed with ABL Managers. 
5. Then the new perspective manager should request an ABL Expansion Application. 



6. Finally, the new perspective manager should pay the $60 operational fee once their ABL 
Expansion Application is approved. 

 
 

 
 
TRANSACTION REPORT: 

4/26 TAXI TEAM:  Ocracoke sent down Nomar Mazara and called up Sean Newcomb(1st). 

 
 FREE AGENT:  East Bay picked up Luis Avilan(RP), Cory Gearrin(RP) and dropped Alcides 
Escobar(SS), Raul Mondesi(2B). 
 
 TAXI TEAM:  East Bay sent down Jorge Bonifacio, Cory Gearrin. 
 
4/28 TAXI TEAM:  Chesapeake Bay sent down Matt Bush and called up Aroldis Chapman(2nd).  
 
5/3 TRADE:  To Dexter:  Joe Mauer, Howie Kendrick, Brad Brach.   

To Ocracoke:  Wil Myers, Odubel Herrera, Tyler Duffey. 
 
 TAXI TEAM:  Ocracoke sent down Wil Myers, Odubel Herrera, Sean Newcomb and called up 
Ketel Marte. 
 
5/5 TAXI TEAM:  Dexter sent down Howie Kendrick. 
 
5/8 FREE AGENT:  Orlando picked up Chris Gimenez(C), Kurt Suzuki(C) and dropped Tony 
Wolters(C), Jeff Hoffman(SP). 
 
 TAXI TEAM:  Orlando sent down James McCann and called up Jacob Barnes. 
 
5/10 TAXI TEAM:  Chesapeake Bay sent down Robert Stephenson and called up Matt Bush(3rd).  
 
 

 
 

INJURY REPORT: 

PLAYER                  TEAM         GAMES        ACTIVE       WEEK?  OFF/IR 

M. Minor(Suspended) EB  5  GM-106  8 
Y. Cespedes  TV  OUT  2019   2019 
C. Hernandez  CH  2  GM-101  8 



S. Perez  EB  2  GM-106  8 
J. McCann  ORL  4  GM-113  9 
 

 

 
 

RECAPS OF ABL BASEBALL: 

La Jolla at Tallahassee 

gm81 
 
LAJOLLA WINS GAME 1 OF SPRING SLAM SHUTTING DOWN THE TERRIERS O! 
This game was about taking advantage extra at bats when given the chance. The Juggernauts did they in 
the first when Gordon reach via an error by Segura. LaJolla would follow that error with 3 straight singles 
and a 2-0 lead. Leiter pitch in and out of jams but kept the Terriers off the scoreboard throughout the day. 
Still 2-0 and fast forward to the 9th where the Juggernaut call came again scoring 3 runs via Reddick error 
his 2nd of the game and a 3 base error by Inciarte. Leiter would come 2 outs short of the complete game 
shutout. Bedrosian would get the final two outs to shutout the Terriers. Final 5-0 
 
LaJolla Pitchers 
Leiter 8 1/3ip Win 
Bedrosian 2/3ip 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Nelson 6 1/3ip Loss 
Petit 2/3ip 
McGee 1ip 
Duensing 1ip 
 
NO HR or Injuries 
 
 
TERRIERS OUT PITCH LAJOLLA TO WIN GAME 2 
Another pitchers duel in game 2. Terriers strike first in the 3rd scoring 2 runs Segura RBI double lead the 
way 2-0 Terriers make it 3-0 on a Schebler solo shot in the 4th. Cobb through 5 innings only given up 3 
singles 2 to the pitcher so far. In the 6th Puig doubled and scored on a RBI single from Abreu. Cobb 
would go the distance only allowing one more base runner reach base the rest of the game. Terriers get 
their first complete game of the year. Final 3-1 
 
LaJolla Pitchers 
Guasman 6ip Loss 
Freeman 1ip 
Infante 1ip 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 



Cobb 9ip Win 
 
HR 
Schebler 
No Injuries 
 
 
LAJOLLA GETS 2ND SHUTOUT OF THE SERIES TAKE GAME 3 
Juggernauts attack quick in the 1st Gordon double followed by a RBI single from Puig. Small ball in the 
3rd would lead to another run Presley got the RBI on a fielder choice. Davies was lights out in this one 
going 8 innings allowing only 2 singles and 2 walks. No one reached scoring position for the Terriers all 
game long. In the 9th added insurances 2 runs cross the plate via another Segura error/ Final 4-0 
 
LaJolla Pitchers 
Davies 8ip Win 
Jansen 1ip 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Archer 8ip Loss 
Petit 1ip 
 
NO HR or Injuries 
 
 
LAJOLLA CAPS OF THE SERIES WIN WITH COMBACK IN GAME 4 
LaJolla strikes again in the 1st with a 2-run blast by Abreu 2-0 Terriers cut it in hald with a double by 
DeJong and Castillo RBI single in the 2nd. Reddick would tie it in the 3rd with a RBI single. Bottom 4 
and DeJong give them the lead with a solo shot. Kershaw would then plunk K.Davis and the Terriers 
frustration from the first three games would get to them and all out brawl at the mound. Davis would 
connect on an uppercut and knock Kershaw out. About the only thing the Terriers could connect during 
this series. Bedrosian would come in and walk two singels later and its 6-3. Oh yeah the Juggernaut 
scored their 3rd run in the 2nd trying to forget that run as Gray had a easy comebacker but sailed it into 
the stands letting Presley score.  Gray would get touched up in the 5th Boegarts 2 RBI double to make it a 
one run game. In the 6th Abreu would tie it at 6-6 with a RBI double chasing Gray out of the game.  In 
the 8th Shaw with 2 outs gives LaJolla the lead for good 7-6. d'Arnaud made it 8-6 with a solo HR of his 
own in the 9th. Jansen would have a 1,2,3 9th for the save. Final 8-6 
 
LaJolla Pitchers 
Kershaw- 3 1/3ip 
Bedrosian 2/3ip 
Infante 1 1/3ip 
Freeman 2/3ip 
Cishek 1ip Win 
Uehara 1ip 
Jansen 1ip Save 
 
Tallahassee Pitchers 
Gray 5 1/3ip 
McGee 1ip 
Swarzek 2/3ip 
Givens 1ip Loss 



Petit 1ip 
 
HR 
Abreu, Shaw, d'Arnaud, DeJong 
 
Injuries 
Kershaw out 2 games after getting knock out in the brawl. 
 
Great job Kevin well managed and I tip my hat to you for your patient and calmness after I threw my clip 
board in game one after the 5th error. Congrats on series win hope this is a start to your season turning 
around. 
 
PS FIRE SALE everyone available no draft picks players only as I can not seem to draft for crap even if I 
was given the first round all to myself.  legend  
 

 

Albany at Titusville 

Game One 
Titusville 7 Albany 4 
 
Coming off games of 14 and 15 innings, both bullpens were limited, especially Titusville’s, who 
had only two relievers available in game one. Luckily for the Perfectos, Chris Sale delivered a 
strong start of 8-1/3 innings. The lefty gave up only seven hits, but three of the seven were 
home runs. Another southpaw, Drew Pomeranz, was pitching well for the Lo-Sox through six. 
Albany had tied the game at 2-2 at the seventh-inning stretch, courtesy of Hunter Renfroe’s 
Deep! In the top of the frame, however, things started unraveling for Pomeranz and the Sox in 
the bottom of the inning. The first two reached, which chased Pomeranz, then Rosenthal gave 
up two hits. Chris Rusin came in to put out the fire, but was unable to contain the Perfectos, who 
batted around and put up a five spot. Arenado’s homer in the eighth brought the Sox to within 
three, but it was not enough, and big brother took game one. 
  
                 R  H  E LOB 
ALB 000 100 120  4  7  0  3 
TVL 101 000 50x  7 12  0  8 
  

TITUSVILLE PITCHING 
Sale 8.1 (WIN) 
Castro 0.2 (SAVE) 
  
ALBANY PITCHING 
Pomeranz 6 (LOSS) 
Rosenthal 0.1 
Rusin 1 
Claudio 0.2 
  
INJURIES: none 
 
 
Game Two 
Titusville 7 Albany 5 
  



Joey Votto led off game two with a round-tripper off Kyle Hendricks to give Albany the early 
lead. Lo-Sox starter Carlos Martinez got off to a rocky start in the bottom of the frame, and 
Titusville scored four on back-to-back-to-back doubles by Gennett, Grandal, and Adams. Albany 
tied it up in the top of the fifth with help from Votto’s second tater and a moonshot off Charlie 
Blackmon’s bat. But again, T-Ville responded quickly with a three-spot on Grandal’s Deep! and 
a two-RBI single from Kiermaier. Albany got one back late, but was again unable to catch the 
streaking Perfectos. 
  
                 R  H  E LOB 
ALB 100 030 010  5  9  1  9 
TVL 400 030 00x  7 11  1  5 
  

TITUSVILLE PITCHING 
Hendricks 4.1 
Castro 1.2 (WIN) 
Edwards 1 
Hildenberger 2 (SAVE) 
  
ALBANY PITCHING 
Martinez 7 (LOSS) 
Garcia 1 
  
INJURIES: none 
 
 
Game Three 
Titusville 4 Albany 3 
  
Game three was the closest yet. Albany had their big inning in the fourth, when they plated 
three on four hits against Titusville starter, Kendall Graveman. The Perfectos, in contrast, built a 
fence from the third to the sixth, with the go-ahead run coming on Kiké Hernandez’ pinch-hit 
home run in the sixth. The roller gods smiled on Kiké after the Albany manager was unable to 
find his card and had to rely on a super-sized version from the fax machine. The Lo-Sox had 
their chance in the ninth. Carl Edwards, in his second inning of work, loaded the bases with two 
walks and a hit batsman. With two outs, up to the plate strode none other than Joey Votto, who 
deflated the Albany faithful’s excitement by grounding out to second base. 
  
                 R  H  E LOB 
ALB 000 300 000  3  7  1  7 
TVL 001 111 00x  4  9  0  7 
  

TITUSVILLE PITCHING 
Graveman 6 (WIN) 
Senzatela 1 
Edwards 2 (SAVE) 
  
ALBANY PITCHING 
Cashner 5 
Claudio 1 (LOSS) 
Rusin 0.2 
Rosenthal 1 



Garcia 0.1 
  
INJURIES: Longoria (TVL) & Contreras (ALB) each injured one game on plate collision 
 
 
Game Four 
Titusville 6 Albany 5 
  
The finale was another nail-biter. Ervin Santana started for Titusville, and Luis Castillo toed the 
rubber for the Lo-Sox. Joey Votto led off the game with a dinger for the second time in the 
series. An Arenado solo bomb in the top of the second was answered by a two-run ding-dong 
from Granderson to tie the game at 2-2. The homers kept coming. In the Perfectos’ fifth Harper, 
Gennett, and Encarnacion went back-to-back-to-BACK to give T-Ville a three-run lead. Eddie 
Rosario answered with a solo blast in the top of the sixth, and the Lo-Sox added an unearned 
run on two Titusville errors. Albany pulled level in the eighth on Matt Carpenter’s homer. Raisel 
Iglesias entered in the bottom of the ninth to try and force extras. After retiring the first batter, 
Cozart singled, and Harper walked. That brought up Scooter Gennett, who stroked a single up 
the middle, sending Cozart home to a Gatorade shower and an amazing sweep. 
  
                 R  H  E LOB 
ALB 110 002 010  5  9  0  7 
TVL 020 030 001  6 11  2  8 
  

TITUSVILLE PITCHING 
Santana 6 
Hildenberger 2 
Harris 1 (WIN) 
  
ALBANY PITCHING 
Castillo 5 
McCarthy 2 
Rosenthal 1 
Iglesias 0.1 (LOSS) 
  
INJURIES: none 
 
Enjoyed the games, bro. Seems it just wasn’t the American Division’s week this week. See you 

in the Finals!  LS 

 

 

East Bay at Crown Heights 

Game One – No Bullpen, No Problem 

Spring Slam has finally come. The East Bay Grease have been setting the world on fire, while the Crown 

Heights Kings have been extinguished repeatedly. The two rookie managers were both coming off of 

tough extra innings games with limited bullpen availability for the first game. Thankfully for both of us, 

the cool weather came through. Lance Lynn was ready to the mound against Aaron Nola. The Kings 

started the scoring off in the bottom of the 1st. Judge singled and was waved home on a Freeman double. 

The Grease would retaliate with a Williams double and a Schoop single in the top of the 2nd. Then things 

got hectic in the bottom of the 3rd. The Kings would tally five runs on a Judge 2 RBI double and a 3-run 

Didi Bomb. Nola would then shut down Grease scoring opportunities in the 4th and 5th. The Crown 



Heights offense continued to roll in the 5th as Hicks blasted a 2-run dinger and Didi was singled in by the 

now bearded Chase Headley. Nola was gassed in the 9th, and gave way to Tommy Kahnle. Kahnle was 

able to shut down the final scoring opportunity leaving two runners stranded.  

Final Score: Crown Heights 9 – East Bay 1 

Pitching 

East Bay: 

L – Lynn (6) 

Alexander (1) 

Avilan (1) 

  

Crown Heights: 

W – Nola (8) 

Kahnle (1) 

  

No Injuries 

  

Game Two – Renaissance CC 

The Grease were set to retaliate as the young Blake Snell took the mound against the veteran CC 

Sabathia. Both pitchers started out hot. Snell struck out five batters in the first two innings. The Kings 

cracked open the scoring first in the bottom of the 4th. Sanchez doubled and moved to third on a Snell 

wild pitch. Pirela then singled him in. The Kings would then break out in the 5th with another 4 runs 

scored thanks to a Kraken 2-RBI double, who scored on Snell’s third wild pitch, and a Headley RBI 

single. Judge would then score again in the 6th as he was singled in by Freeman. CC gave up only 2 hits 

through 6 innings pitched. The Walk-Monster Betances would get his first shot this season and did that 

thing he does. He walked one, struck out two, then walked another and finally got hit with a Andrus 2 

RBI double. He managed to escape the inning. Chad Green got the call in the 9th and shut the Grease 

down to give the Kings a 2-0 edge in the slam. 

Final Score: Crown Heights 6 – East Bay 2 

Pitching 

East Bay: 

L – Snell (5) 

Kelly (1) 

Hernandez (1) 

Avilan (1) 



  

Crown Heights: 

W – Sabathia (6) 

Bradley (1) 

Betances (1) 

Green (1) 

  

No Injuries 

  

Game Three – “The Deep! Chart Sucks” 

After a hot start to the Slam, the Kings were looking to capitalize. Both managers expected big offense as 

5th starters Chacin and deGrom took the mounds for their clubs. deGrom would get in trouble early. With 

runners on first and second, Moose was swinging for the fences. Fortunately for the Kings, he came up 

well short on a ball hit to right field. deGrom came out unscathed of the bases loaded jam. In his first AB, 

Hernandez fouled a ball off his toe and was removed from the game. He had a bad bruise and would be 

slated to return in the final series before the break. Tomlinson subbed in for him. Freeman then tried to go 

deep, but also came up short of the right field wall. The Kings struck first on a Pirela RBI single in the 

bottom of the 2nd. Didi would also miss on the Deep! Chart by a narrow margin. Freeman then redeemed 

himself on the Deep! Chart by blasting a solo shot to right. Pirela then got another RBI single followed up 

by a big 2 RBI Headley double. 5-0 Kings through 4 innings. Hosmer went down on a close call throw to 

first, but would clear checks to return next game. The Grease got into the action with a Schoop 2-run 

dinger followed up by a Dozier pinch hit solo shot. Vizcaino came in and worked out of the jam. Things 

got interesting in the bottom of the 7th. Tomlinson walked and then stole second and moved to third on a 

Judge single. The Kings went for the double steal as the infield was in, but Judge got to second without a 

throw. Freeman then singled in Tomlinson. Judge got waived home on a fly ball to center. There was a 

collision at the plate as Judge steamrolled Perez. Perez held onto the ball to get the out, but both were 

unconscious and were removed for the remainder of the game. No concussions were found, so both will 

return for the series finale. Didi would then homer again in the bottom of the 8th to give the Kings a 7-3 

edge. Knebel came in and turned a crucial double play to slam the door shut on the Grease. The Grease 

did out hit the Kings, but struggled to convert with runners in scoring position.  

Final Score: Crown Heights 7 – East Bay 3 

Pitching 

East Bay: 

L – Chacin (5) 

Soria (1) 

Alexander (1) 

Hernandez (1) 



  

Crown Heights: 

W – deGrom (5.1) 

Vizcaino (.2) 

Bradley (1) 

Green (1) 

Knebel (1) 

  

Cesar Hernandez (2 Games); Aaron Judge, Eric Hosmer, Sal Perez (1 Game) 

  

Game Four: “Kings Seal Franchise First Sweep” 

After rolling through the first three games, the Kings were up for their toughest challenge yet. East Bay 

was in prime position to steal the sweep with the young stud Jose Berrios on the mound. Newly acquired 

Taijuan Walker looked to turn his season around after a dismal start for Dexter. The Kings  loaded up the 

bases in the bottom of the 1st but could not convert. East Bay struck first as Walker loaded up the bases in 

the top of the 2nd. The infield shifted inward with no outs, and then a double play ball was rolled. 

Gregorius made the diving stop and decided to throw for home. Moustakas was a 1 going into home 

somehow managed to beat out the throw from Gregorius. 1-0 Grease. Walker would get a line-out to third 

and K the next two to escape the bases loaded jam. In the top of the 3rd, Walker would have to be 

removed due to a thumb injury caused by nail biting. Archie Bradley would take over and he dominated. 

Bradley went four innings, allowing only one hit. The Kings knotted up the score on a Headley RBI 

single in the bottom of the 6th. In the top of the 8th, the Walk Monster would return. Betances immediately 

walked his first batter. Andrus then went for the jump and headed for second, however he forgot that there 

was a Kraken behind the dish. Sanchez fires the throw and gets the out. Betances would then strike out 

two while only surrendering a single to Hosmer. Salvy took a nut shot in the bottom of the 8th, which 

would keep him out for an extra game due to bruised balls (not to be confused with blue balls). Chase 

Headley had a day and singled in the game winning run in the bottom of the 8th. Corey Knebel came in 

and shut it down again for the save. During post game interviews, Perez could be heard saying “Fuck 

Brooklyn” as he iced his boys in the Grease clubhouse. That poor guy.  

Final Score: Crown Heights 2, East Bay 1 

Pitching 

East Bay:  

Berrios (5.1) 

Alexander (1.2) 

L – Soria (.2) 

Avilan (.1) 

  



Crown Heights: 

Walker (2) 

W – Bradley (4) 

Vizcaino (1) 

Betances (1) 

S – Knebel (1)  

  

Sal Perez (2 Games), Taijuan Walker (1 Game) 

Joe, thanks so much for a rolling tough a series, and for making scheduling a breeze. I think that we both 

learned a lot about the games nuances, and I think we are both better for it. It was awesome to get to work 

with you through some very rare TPB situations. I am also eternally grateful for the Rolling Dice section 

of the charts package. Best of luck the rest of the way, and tell Salvy that I hope his sack feels better soon.  

 

 

Ocracoke at Chesapeake Bay 

Cats win slug fest with Four Jacks 
Game # 1 
Rodriguez vs. Strasburg 
Quick start by the beards as Narvaez led off with a single and then scored on a Strasburg wild pitch.  Cats 
responded in the bottom half on a Stanton two run shot.  Justin Turner made it 4-1 after his launched a 
two run shot in the 2nd inning.  Blackbeards battled back with two in 3rd on  a Gomez two out 2 RBI 
double.  Ozuna plated another Cat in the bottom of the 3rd inning on a RBI double.  Blackbeards came 
right back and pulled within a run as former Cat Jay Bruuuuuuce went yard to make it a 5-4 game in the 
5th inning.  C-Bay blew the game open late as pinch hitter Matt Olson hit a long three homer and Justin 
Turner added his second homer of the game in the 8th.  Strasburg survived a bases loaded 9th inning or the 
complete game 10-4 victory.  
 
Line of the game:  

Turner  4-AB 2-R 2-H 3-RBI 2-HR 
 
                     R  H  E  LOB 

OC    102  010  000  4  8  0  5 

C-Bay 221  000  41X  10 11 0  10 

 

Pitching 
Ocracoke 
L  Rodriguez  5.0 
Wilson  1.2 
Brach  1.0 
Hader  .1 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 



C-Bay 
W  Strasburg  9.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
 
Cats shutout Beards but #BigSexy was dominate in the middle 
Game # 2 
Colon vs. Hill 
Cats strike first in the first inning on a Correa solo homer followed by RBI doubles from Cano and Posey 
for a 3-0 lead.  Rich Hill doubled with one out in the bottom of the 2nd inning and then Bartolo Conlon 
went on a serious run.  Big Sexy retired 17 Cat batters in a row in dominating fashion.  Rich Hill escaped 
a key bases loaded in the 3rd and rolled also inning four through six for the Cats.  Gomez almost made it a 
one run game but Hill’s “R” prevented the homer in the 6th.  Bart finally ran out of steam in the 8th as 
pinch hitter Dexter Fowler went deep to make it 4-0 Cats.  Cats added another tun as Morrow and Lyons 
backed up Hill for the shutout. 
 
Line of the game:  

Hill 7-IP 5-H 0-ER 2-BB 10-K 
 
                     R  H  E  LOB 

OC    000  000  000  0  8  0  10 

C-Bay 300  000  02X  5  8  0  4 

 

Pitching 
Ocracoke 
L  Colon  7.0 
Leclerc  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 

C-Bay 
W  Hill 7.0 
Morrow  1.0 
Lyons  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
Cats explode early and then are aided by five Beard errors late 
Game # 3 
Fister vs. Darvish 
Once again Correa led off the bottom of the first with a solo dong.  Aided by some Fister wild pitches and 
single after single the Cats scored four more runs for a 5-0 lead in the bottom of the 1st.  Beards get one 
back in the 2nd inning as Cats do the same with a Matty Olson bomb.  Cats added two more runs in the 8th 
as several errors took place.  Luis Valbuena finished with two errors in the game.  Kyle Schwarber hit his 
first round tripper as a member of the Blackbeards in the 9th to end the scoring.   
 
Line of the game:  



Belt 1-AB 1-R 1-H 4-BB  
 
                     R  H  E  LOB 

OC    010  000  001  2  6  5  7 

C-Bay 510  000  02X  8  12 0  11 

 

Pitching 
Ocracoke 
L  Fister  6.0 
Brach  1.0 
Leclerc  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 

C-Bay 
W  Darvish  7.1 
Delgado  .2 
Neshek  1.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 
Cats shutout Beards but #BigSexy was dominate in the middle 
Game # 4 
Cole vs. Tanaka 
Duran made the surprise move and started Cole on short rest.  After his first inning, Gerrit might have 
needed another day.  Correa led off with a double followed by an Olson two run shot.  Then a Belt two 
run blast and it’s 4-0 Cats in the first inning.  Stanton added a solo bomb in the 3rd for a 5-0 lead.  Joey 
Gallo provided the offense for the Beards with two solo bombs.  Cats added some runs in the 5th for 
insurance playing small ball as the Cats bullpen had to carry the load.  Tanaka was tossed out in the 2nd 
inning after arguing a close play at first base.  Robert Stephenson finished it off with an inning plus of 
scoreless ball for the Spring Slam sweep.  
 
Line of the game:  

Olson 2-AB 1-R 1-H 2-RBI 1-HR 2-BB 1-HBP 
 
                     R  H  E  LOB 

OC    000  101  010  3  11 0  9 

C-Bay 401  030  00X  8  12 0  10 

 

Pitching 
Ocracoke 
L  Cole  4.0 
Hader  1.0 
Brach  1.0 
Wilson  2.0 
 
Injuries: 
None 
 



C-Bay 
Tanaka  2.0 
Lyons  1.2 
W  Delgado  2.0 
Chapman  1.0 
Morrow  1.0 
Stephenson  1.1 
 
Injuries/Ejections: 
Tanaka tossed for Arguing close play at first base (2nd) 
 
Duran, fun time rolling and talking ball.  Enjoyed the Periscope play by play fun.  Commish 
 

 

Long Beach Island at Orlando 

Pitching prevails in game one for Sharks 

The StarFish visit Orlando in a classic matchup of Offense vs Defense and it was an exciting game (if you 
like pitching) Montgomery on the hill for the ‘Fish and Corbin for the Sharks. It was a pitchers duel as 
Corbin goes 7 scoreless innings for Orlando with 5 k’s and only 4 hits. The Sharks manage 3 runs over 
the 9 innings and only 2 of those runs were earned as Reyes reaches on a Baer error and Upton brings him 
home after he swipes 2nd base 1-0 Orl. a 2 out double in the 7th by Chris Taylor and an rbi pinch hit by 
(some ting) Wong gives the Sharks the 2-0 lead. Sharks grab some insurance in the 8THth with a 2 out rbi 
by Martinez. Enter the shaky Kintzler in the 9th for the save. Final score here Sharks 3-0.  
 
LBI          000 000 000                        0  5  1 

ORL        000 001 11X                        3  6  0 

 

PITCHING 

LBI  

(L)Montgomery 6 2/3 ip 4h 2r 1er 2bb 6k 0hr 
Buchter 1/3ip 1h 
Parker 1ip 1h 1r 1er 1bb 1k 
 

ORL 

(W)Corbin 7ip 4h 1bb 5k 0er 
Robertson 1ip 0er 0h 2k 
(S) Kintzler          1ip 1h 1k 
 

SB 

LBI Pham 1 
ORL  Reyes 1, Simmons 1 
CS 

Taylor (Molina) 
DeShields (McCann) 
 

HR 

0 

Corbin wp 1st balk in the 5th 
Baer Error in the 6th 
NO INJURIES 
 



CLOSE GAME GET OUT OF HAND IN THE 9TH AS THE STARFISH WIN GAME 2 

Sharks start off the scoring in the 2nd inning with a lead shot by Upton and then an RBI double by Walker 
2-0 Orlando. The old man Lackey keeps the ‘Fish in line for 4 innings and only gives up 4 hits, but his 
perfect era ends after a lead off double by Bryant and the My car keys(Markaikis) gets the triple to score 
Bryant. Two batters later a double by Garcia and then a 2 out rbi by Pham and it’s 3-2 Starfish. Abad 
comes in for Orlando in the 6th and Buck is thinking my bullpen can keep me in this game, Abad has one 
bad pitch and Bryant makes him pay with a shot over the cf wall 4-2 Starfish. Reyes ph for Abad and he 
says no push ups today (willie mays hays style) and goes yard himself making It 4-3. Sharks smell blood, 
but these Starfish bite as well and in the 9th Chase Whitley felt that bite as I could be here all day going 
through the 9th inning, but lets just say we gave up more hits and run in this inning than we have in about 
90 percent our our games. The pitching staff is human, and I’m pretty sure they were not suppose to be, 
5hits 2 walks and 5 runs, that’s right 5 runs in one inning and the Starfish put away the Sharks in this one 
9 to 3.  
 
LBI          000 031 005        9  10  0 

ORL        002 010 000        3  6    0 

 

PITCHING  

LBI 

Faria 4ip 3h 2r 2er 1bb 4k 1hr 
(W) Price 2ip 1h 1r 1er 0bb 1k 1hr 
Parker 1ip 1h 
Tuivailala 1ip 2k 
ODay 1ip 2h 2k 
 

ORL 

Lackey 5ip 4h 3r 3er 1bb 7k 0hr 
(L) Abad 1ip 1h 1r 1er 1bb 0k 1hr 
Hunter 1ip 2k 
Morgan 1ip 1bb 
Whitley 1ip 5h 5r 5er 2bb 1k 0hr 
 
Whitley wp in the 9th 
Wolters pb in the 5th  
No SB 
No CS 
No Errors 
 
HR 

LBI Bryant 
ORL Upton, Reyes 
 
NO INJURIES 
 

Game # 3 

STARFISH SHUT DOWN THE SHARKS HIGH, OKAY OKAY, STARFISH SHUT DOWN THE 

SHARKS NON EXISTANT OFFENSE. 

 

LESTER VS ANDERSON AS THE NUMBER 5 PITCHERS GO AT IT, PHAM STARTS OFF WITH 
A SOLO SHOT TO LEAD OFF 1-0 STARFISH. REALLY UNLESS YOU LIKE PITCHING NOT TOO 
MUCH GOES ON HERE, BUT I LIKE PITCHING, SO I WILL CONTINUE TO REPORT. 3RD 



INNING GOLDY GETS A BASE HIT, THEN WITH TWO OUTS BRYANT IS WALKED AND 
BETTS GETS THE RBI DOUBLE. ANDERSON GETS MAD AND PLUNKS MOLINA WHO WAS 
UP NEXT AND THEN LESTER SENDS ONE FOR A RIDE TO DEEP LCF TRYING FOR THE 
GRAND SLAM….. BUT IT WAS CAUGHT BY THE SOON TO BE BENCHED BILLY HAMILTON. 
BUT I WOULD HAVE BEEN OK WITH A PITCHIER GETTING THE GRAND SLAM. 2-0 
STARFISH. LESTER GOES 8 STRONG WITH 10 K’S AND A SHUT OUT. STARFISH GET 
ANOTHER ON IN THE 9TH AND FINISH THIS ONE 3-0.  
 
LBI          101 000 001        3  8  0 
ORL        000 000 000       0  4  0 
 
PITCHING 
LBI 

(w)LESTER 8IP 4H 0R 0ER 10K 0HR 
(S)ODAY 1IP 2K 
 

ORL 

(L)ANDERSON 4IP 6H 2R 2ER 4BB 4K 1 HR 
HOFFMAN 1IP 1BB 
ROBERTSON 1IP 1K 
ABAD 1IP 
MORGAN 1IP 1BB 3K 
HUNTER 1IP 2H 1R 1ER 1BB 
 
SB 

DeShields 
HR 

Pham 
HBP 

Suarez(7) Lester/ Molina(3) Anderson 
CS 

Simmons 
WP 

Hunter 
INJ 

McCann got hit in groin out 4 games.  
 
 

Buckball prevails , this time!!! 

Game # 4 
Final game of this slam, Sharks need the win to split. LBI the win to win the series, the two numbers ones 
for each team, Kluber vs Fulmer. Storms must have just passed as it is warm with a wet field and not 
wind. Garcia gets a base hit with one out and then Goldy hits into the dp. Sharks go down 1,2,3. Second 
inning LBI goes down 1,2,3 and then Kluber would K Bellinger, Suarez up next, the former fish steps 
back and looks, looks like the wind has changed as maybe another storm is coming off the ocean here in 
Orlando, with the weather pattern change Suarez still thinks he can go deep against the wind blowing in. 
And he does a solo blast to lcf and Sharks give Fulmer a 1-0 lead. Well as expected it stays that way for a 
while. Until the 7th actually, with one out, Goldy hits a double and then Conforto hits a double and it is 1-
1. Sharks play a little BuckBall as with 2 outs Bellinger gets a base hit and steals 2nd and Suarez brings 
him home 2-1 Orlando. LBI has Nava pinch hit for Molina, this has Buck drooling as Molina has shut 
down the run game, this comes in play later, LBI does some small ball in the 8th a double base hit by 



Kluber then a wp by Fulmer, with 2 outs Pham gets the rbi. 2-2 going into bottom of the 8th. Sharks go 
down 1,2,3 as Kluber racked up 13 k’s. Robertson shuts the Starfish down in the 9th and that brings up the 
Sharks meat of the lineup that has been quiet. Walker gets out, then Mr. Clutch for the Sharks this year, 
JD gets a base hit. Buck signals and here come the chants, JOSE JOSE JOSE, all because Molina came 
out mind you, Reyes comes in to pinch run he swipes 2nd and Bellinger does the rest a 2b get the walk off 
win for the Sharks….. Buckball is alive and well. Sharks win 3-2 
 
LBI          000 000 110       2  8  0 

ORL        010 000 101       3  4  0 

 

PITCHING 

LBI 

Kluber (L) cg 9ip 4h 3r 3er 2bb 13k 0hr 
 

ORL 

Fulmer 8ip 7h 2r 2er 0bb 3k 0hr 
Robertson (W)1ip 1h 2k 
 
HR 
0 
SB 
Reyes 1 
Bellinger 1 
WP 
Fulmer (8) 
 
Skibby, great series, about how I expected it to go. Maybe we can meet in the finals.  
Hope you heal quick.  BUCK 

 

 

Dexter at Mudville 

gm1 
Verlander vs Wood 
 
Alex Wood would make his first start for the nine going 5 innings allowing 1 run in the 3rd with 2 
doubles by Pina and McCutch in the third innings. the Nine would tie the game in the 4th with a double 
by Bour scoring Trout from second. In the 6th Dexter would take a 3 run lead with a double by Verlander. 
In the 8th Altuve would score 2 more runs with a 2 out single. In the 9th Springer would lead off with a 
home run but Ken Giles would get the job done winning game 1 6-2. Verlander pitched a hell of a game 
going 8 innings.  
 
Pitching 
Dexter 
W-Verlander 8ip 
Giles 1ip 
 
Mudville 
Wood 5ip 
L-Belisle 1ip 
Hendricks 1ip 
Rogers 1ip 



Bleirer 1ip 
 
No injuries  
 
Home runs  
Springer 
 
gm2 
Pinadea vs Manaea 
 
A pitching duel in this game as both pitchers would go 7 innings. Dexter would get the first run in the 7th 
by a rbi single by Braun scoring Seager from second. In the 8th Dexter would get another run with 
another rbi single from Thames scoring Souza. In the 9th the Nine scored there first run with a 2 out rbi 
single from Dickerson. with 2 outs and runners on 1st and 2nd Brandon Crawford would it a rg ss to lose 
game 2 2-1. 
 
Pitching  
Dexter 
W-Pinadea 7.2ip 
Greene .1ip 
S-Giles 1ip 
 
Mudville  
L-Manaea 7ip 
Warren 1ip 
Belise 1ip 
 
No Injuries  
No Dingers  
 
gm3 
Quintana vs Arrieta 
Another pitching duel as again both pitchers would go 7 innings. Dexter once again scored the games first 
run by a 2 out rbi single by Pina. The Nina would score 3 runs to take the lead 2 runs coming from a Trey 
Mancini double. In the 8th the Nine would score one more run by a Trout double scoring Rojas. Holland 
would come in the 9th and get the win. 
 
Pitching  
Dexter 
L-Quintana 7ip 
Strop 1ip 
 
Mudville  
W-Arrieta 7ip 
warren 1ip 
S-Holland 1ip 
 
No injuries  
No dingers  
 
gm4 



Mad Max vs Anderson 
 
Dexter would score the 1st run by a Yelich single scoring Souza. In the 4th the Nine would take the lead 
with a 2 run blast by Bour. Dexter would tie the game at 2 with a double by Pina. In the 8th Dexter would 
take the lead with a 2 run home run by Eric Thames. Max would go the complete game with 14 strike outs 
allowing 2 runs and 4 hits. the Geese would win game 4 and the series 4-2 
 
Pitching 
Dexter  
W-Mad Max 9ip 
 
Mudville  
L-Anderson 8ip 
Belisle 1ip 
 
No Injuries  
Dingers  
Bour, Thames  
 
Coop great series all great games, good luck the rest of the way and stay injury free.  
 
 

 
 

ABL PITCHING STATUS: 

Chesapeake Bay 
Tanaka  Rest 4 games 
Greinke  Rested 
Strasburg Rest 1 game 
Hill  Rest 2 games 
Darvish  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Lyons must REST in game one 
Delgado must REST in game one 
Stephenson must REST in game one 
Morrow pitched in one game 
Chapman pitched in one game 
 

Tallahassee 
Gray  Rest 4 games 
Godley  Rested 
Nelson  Rest 1 game 
Cobb  Rest 2 games 
Archer  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 



Petit must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Swarzak pitched in one game 
Givens pitched in one game 
McGee pitched in one game 
 

Orlando 
Fulmer  Rest 4 games 
Ray  Rested 
Corbin  Rest 1 game 
Lackey  Rest 2 games 
Anderson Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Robertson must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Abad pitched in one game 
 

Titusville 
Santana  Rest 4 games 
Chatwood Rested 
Sale  Rest 1 game 
Hendricks Rest 2 games 
Graveman Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Hildenberger must REST in game one 
 

Mudville 
Anderson Rest 4 games 
Bundy  Rested 
Wood  Rest 1 game 
Manaea  Rest 2 games 
Arrieta  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Belisle pitched in one game 
 

Crown Heights 
Walker  Rest 4 games 
Severino Rested 
Nola  Rest 1 game 
Sabathia Rest 2 game 
deGrom Rest 3 games 
Montgomery Rested 
Bullpen: 
Bradley must REST in game one, game two, and game three 
Knebel must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Vizcaino must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Betances pitched in one game 
 

Long Beach Island 
Kluber  Rest 4 games 
Carrasco Rested 
Montgomery Rest 1 game 
Faria  Rest 2 games 



Lester  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Rested 
 

Dexter 
Scherzer Rest 4 games 
Hamels  Rested 
Verlander Rest 1 game 
Pineda  Rest 2 games 
Quintana Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Brach must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
 

Ocracoke 
Cole  Rest 4 games 
Bumgarner Rested 
Rodriguez Rest 1 game 
Colon   Rest 2 games 
Fister  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Rested 
Wilson must REST in game one  
Hader pitched in one game 
 

La Jolla 
Kershaw Rest 4 games 
Leake  Rested 
Leiter  Rest 1 game  
Gausman Rest 2 games 
Davies  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Infante must REST in game one  
Jansen must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Bedrosian pitched in one game 
Freeman pitched in one game 
Cishek pitched in one game 
Uehara pitched in one game 
 

Albany 
Castillo  Rest 4 games 
Gray  Rested 
Pomeranz Rest 1 game 
Martinez Rest 2 games 
Cashner Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
McCarthy must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Rosenthal must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Iglesias pitched in one game 
 

East Bay 
Berrios  Rest 4 games 



Duffy  Rested 
Lynn  Rest 1 game 
Snell  Rest 2 games 
Chacin  Rest 3 games 
Bullpen: 
Minor   Suspended till game two 
Alexander must REST in game one 
Soria must rest in game two if he pitches in game one  
Avilan pitched in one game 
 

 

 
 

A LOOK AHEAD IN THE ABL: 

 

 

Week 8 Previews - Who The Fuck Is Tom Brady? 

 

A big thank you to one of the greatest to ever play the game of baseball - Ichiro Suzuki - for 

reminding us that not everyone knows anything about or gives a shit about football.  This has 

been making me laugh at day it has been great.   

 

So, some of you listened last week and won some games.  Of course, three of the teams that 

swept their series reside in the NL, so now your standings got all fucked up.  It’ll loosen up a 

little with some inter division games this week, but when no one currently sits under .500 and 

WEEK 8 MAY 11 - MAY 20 RESULTS  D.M./V. MAN  SITE MGR NL/AL D/N

97 ORLANDO TITUSVILLE BUCK LENNY NL NIGHT

98 ORLANDO TITUSVILLE NIGHT

99 TALLAHASSEE CHESAPEAKE BAY DON JR. COMMISH AL NIGHT

100 TALLAHASSEE CHESAPEAKE BAY NIGHT

101 CROWN HEIGHTS MUDVILLE CHRIS CASEY AL NIGHT

102 CROWN HEIGHTS MUDVILLE NIGHT

103 OCRACOKE LA JOLLA DURAN KEVIN AL NIGHT

104 OCRACOKE LA JOLLA NIGHT

105 DEXTER EAST BAY COOP JOE AL NIGHT

106 DEXTER EAST BAY NIGHT

107 ALBANY LONG BEACH MICHAEL SKIBBY NIGHT

108 ALBANY LONG BEACH NIGHT



here comes the all-star break, it’s going to make for an interesting finish to the first half and start 

of the second half. 

 

Two of the teams fighting for tops in the AL got swept slam, but that doesn’t mean much.  Even 

with Albany sitting at .500 and East Bay a game back, there’s still twenty games on the slate.   

 

It looks like the last remaining divisional matchups happen this week.  That’s my assumption 

because I haven’t played Albany yet, but I get to this week.  So if nothing else, this week will 

give everyone a good idea of where they stand against their chief competition, and everyone 

should know what they need to do to fix their team as the play rolls on. 

 

Admittedly this week’s previews will be a little short?  I don’t think I need to recap how slam 

went for anyone (don’t want to reopen those wounds so soon) but one look at standings and 

stats and it should be fairly evident how everyone did at Spring Slam.  So small blurbs this 

week.   

 

All-Star ballots just came out, so remember to vote responsibly!   

 

Series 1: Orlando Sharks (10 - 6) vs. Titusville Perfectos (10 - 6) 

 

This one may be the premier series of the week as the Sharks have pretty much led from the 

gate, but the Perfectos come on at the end of the first half with a spectacular showing at Spring 

Slam to make up a lot of ground in not a lot of time. 

 

The Matchup - How about a classic pitching vs. offense duel?  I think the edge may shift in the 

favor of the Sharks, if for no other reason than the Perfectos pitching staff has been prone to 

give up a lot of runs at times throughout the year (Over 5.5 per game, 2nd most in the league).  

If the Sharks can sniff out the blood in the water, MAYBE they have a shot at a sweep, but I’m 

going to err on the side of caution and say this will end up in Splitsville. 

 

Implications of the Series - Plain and simple, winner gets first place heading into the all-star 

break.  The loser would, at worst, wind up in 3rd place heading into the break.  If it’s a split 

series, the worst anyone ends up in is a three way tie for the top spot.  Not a bad position to be 

in if you ask me. 

 

Series 2: Tallahassee Terriers (8 - 8) vs. Chesapeake Bay Channel Cats (9 - 7) 

 

Last week we saw the ‘Cats make the leap back into the playoff race while the Terriers seemed 

to have misplaced their offense somewhere at home.  I don’t know where it could have gone, 

I’m not very familiar with the Tallahassee area.  Maybe a gator at it?  There are gators there, 

right? 

 

The Matchup - It’s very similar to the Sharks/Perfectos series.  The Terriers pitch well, but 

haven’t yet put up a ton of runs.  The ‘Cats are stronger on the offensive side of the game at this 



point in the season.  After last weeks struggles by the Terriers offensively, I would lean in favor 

of the Channel Cats at this point, sometimes just gotta go with the hot hand. 

 

Implications of the Series - A sweep by the ‘Cats would put them right in the thick of the first 

place race. A sweep by the Terriers would leapfrog the ‘Cats in the standings and put them in 

the playoff chase again.  This is what happens when the standings get all close and crazy like 

this! 

 

Series 3: Crown Heights Kings (8 - 8) vs. Mudville Nine (8 - 8) 

 

Can I just repeat what I said for the last one for this one?  The expansion Kings came out of 

nowhere and swept the Grease, who had been hot all on their own.  Since Mudville got a bit of a 

butt whoopin from the first place Cereal Killers, there may be some work yet to be done in the 

beautiful lands of Mudville. 

 

The Matchup - Well, thus far, the Nine have just slightly outscored Crown Heights, while also 

allowing a few less runs.  So advantage Mudville?  Not sure I’d go that fast year.  Mudville does 

have more experience but Crown Heights seems to be getting hot at the right time.  I think the 

gamblers would pass up on this matchup, too much to write/wrong to be comfortable placing a 

good bet here. 

 

Implications of the Series - Winning the series keeps a team out of the basement for at least 

another week.  There’s a lot riding on this, no one wants to finish the first half out of .500, so if 

they really wanted to they could avoid all of that, split here, pretend the first half never 

happened, it was just a really long exhibition and here goes the regular season! 

 

Series 4: Ocracoke Blackbeards (3 - 13) vs. La Jolla JUGGERNAUT (4 - 12) 

 

Looking at these records would you believe one of these teams was substantially worse than 

the other going into slam.  Now the JUGGERNAUT have a one game advantage, and with a 

slam as rough as the Blackbeards, the term “fire sale” starts to come up every so often.  Do the 

Blackbeards have anything left to sell?  Will the JUGGERNAUT take place in their first ever fire 

sale?  I’ve heard rumors of teams already kicking the tires on some veteran players on both 

sides of this matchup. 

 

The Matchup - Well the JUGGERNAUT are the hotter team coming into this onel, and they’ll 

have a Gas Leake on the mound for game one.  So it could get even hotter!!  The Juggernaut 

has struggled a bit offensively, but that could change this week, as Ocracoke has given up more 

runs than anyone else.  I’d tell you who will be on the mound for the Blackbeards, but for all I 

know it could be me.  I don’t know who is on the team anymore, so someone will pitch, and 

someone will catch, and I can only assume that Who is on first.   

 

Implications of the Series - Well, as of today, these are the teams fighting for the first pick in the 

draft.  Soooooo, there is that.  A sweep for the JUGGERNAUT and suddenly they’re fans of 



Dexter and LBI hoping to push the rest of the pack back to them.  On the other side of the coin, 

it has become obvious that the Blackbeards are in “everything must go” mode, which was 

obvious before the Twitter announcement based on the moves they’ve made. 

 

Series 5: Dexter Thunder Geese (11 - 5) vs. East Bay Grease (7 - 9) 

 

Dexter comes in just pleased as punch to be in first place, while the momentum East Bay had 

going into slam was executed at the hands of royalty… 

 

The Matchup - It’s the first time they’ll face off, so it’s going to be an entertaining series from the 

start.  Both of these guys are fun to roll with.  When they were running hot, the Grease had their 

pitching staff dealing, which doesn’t show up in the +/- because then they’re losing games, 

they’re losing by a margin.  Dexter however has been pretty dominant as their handling of 

Mudville showed.  Will the acquisitions of Mauer and Brach make a difference early on for the 

Hazard? 

 

Implications of the Series - The Goosen have the best record in the ABL right now and a sweep 

ensures they stay there.  I know LBI fans are rooting for East Bay to make up some ground, get 

back into the playoff standings, and help them out in catching the Goosen.  Pressure is on the 

Grease to finish the first half at a .500 mark! 

 

Series 6: Albany Lo-Sox (8 - 8) vs. Long Beach Island Starfish (10 - 6) 

 

Albany is another team that would like to forget that Spring Slam ever happened, while the ‘fish 

came, saw, and went with a split and we’ll take it.   

 

The Matchup - Both teams are a part of the “Put up 5+ runs per game club” and are also in the 

“Give up 4 ½+ runs per game club”.  Meaning?  They like to be offensive, and less so on the 

defensive end of things.  Despite getting shut out once against the Sharks, the ‘fish still have the 

highest scoring club in the league (though it’s not by as much it once was).  It’s usually a tough 

matchup between these teams, as Mr. Votto still likes to torment the LBI pitching staff at times… 

 

Implications of the Series - Albany would like to go into the second half at least at .500.  Keeps 

them close to the playoff chase, check one thing off the morale victory list.  If they can go into 

the break even higher than that would be quiet excellent for the low key Lo-Sox.  The ‘fish might 

have other plans, sitting back in 2nd place, a game back of friend and rival, you can be damn 

sure he’s tired of hearing about it.   

 

 

 
 



ABL TAXI TEAMS: 

Chesapeake Bay 
Forsythe 
Bowman 
Hedges 
Sogard 
Stephenson 

 
Tallahassee 
Lucroy 
Porcello 
Smith 
Buxton 
Panik 
 

Orlando 
Scott 
Peraza 
Robertson 
McCann 

Revere 
 
Titusville 
De La Rosa 
Cespedes 
Estrada 
Bradley 
Hanson 
 

Mudville 
Baez 
Swanson 
Bridwell 
Wilson 
Hellickson 
 

Crown Heights 
Moncada 
Devers 
Castro 
Foltynewicz 
Vazquez 
 
Long Beach Island 
Healy 
Teheran 
Ramos 
Russell 
Nimmo 
 
Dexter 



Odorizzi 
Kendrick 

Asuaje 
Martinez 
Cabrera 
 
Orcacoke 
Kepler 
Myers 

Herrera 

Newcomb 

Mazara 
 
La Jolla 
Neris 
Altherr 
Anderson 
Beltre 
Cueto 
 

Albany 
Syndergaard 
Escobar 
Barraclough 
Heyward 
Reyes 
 
East Bay 
Semien 
Junis 
Rivera 
Bonifacio 
Gearrin 
 
Enjoy Week 8 
Contributors to Around the Diamond:   

Scott Allen, Skibby Bomysoad, Jason Cupelo, and Don Allen Jr. 

 


